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ABSTRACT
Cosmic voids and their corresponding redshift-aggregated projections ofmass densities, known
as troughs, play an important role in our attempt to model the large-scale structure of the
Universe. Understanding these structures leads to tests comparing the standard model with
alternative cosmologies, constraints on the dark energy equation of state, and provides evidence
to differentiate among gravitational theories. In this paper, we extend the subspace-constrained
mean shift algorithm, a recently introduced method to estimate density ridges, and apply it
to 2D weak-lensing mass density maps from the Dark Energy Survey Y1 data release to
identify curvilinear filamentary structures. We compare the obtained ridges with previous
approaches to extract trough structure in the same data, and apply curvelets as an alternative
wavelet-based method to constrain densities. We then invoke theWasserstein distance between
noisy and noiseless simulations to validate the denoising capabilities of our method. Our
results demonstrate the viability of ridge estimation as a precursor for denoising weak lensing
quantities to recover the large-scale structure, paving the way for a more versatile and effective
search for troughs.

Key words: cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe – gravitational lensing: weak –
methods: statistical – methods: data analysis

1 INTRODUCTION

The cosmic web, a latticework structure of enormous proportions,
represents one of the largest physical patterns in the Universe (Bond
et al. 1996). Its filamentary nature is a byproduct of the hierarchical
growth of large-scale structure, and gives rise to four main classes
of substructures: Galaxy clusters, filaments, sheets, and the large
regions of near-emptiness known as cosmic voids (Zeldovich et al.
1982).

These voids are characterised by underdensities in the dark
matter distribution, presenting much simpler dynamics than their
non-linear and high-density counterparts (Hamaus et al. 2016).
They are valuable cosmological probes, since they can encode rel-
evant cosmological information and suffer from fewer sources of
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systematical error (Peebles 2001; Lavaux & Wandelt 2012). Their
population statistics may be predicted from a given cosmological
theory (see Fry 1986; White et al. 1987; Li 2011), which can pro-
vide observational constraints to current models (Hoyle & Vogeley
2004; Gruen et al. 2018). However, in spite of their usefulness, the
detection of voids is no trivial task.

The challenge starts from the lack of a dominant definition
thereof, and their detection remains a focal topic of interest in
cosmology (Cai et al. 2015; Gruen et al. 2016; Sánchez et al.
2017; Nadathur et al. 2017; Adermann et al. 2018; Brouwer et al.
2018; Xu et al. 2019). Several established approaches to void de-
tection employ Voronoi tessellation as described by El-Ad & Piran
(1997) and Gaite (2005). Galaxy particles can, for example, be
enclosed in distance-based Voronoi cells and grouped into larger
zones, where a watershed simulation naturally leads to the iden-
tification of large basins (low-density regions) corresponding to
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voids (Neyrinck 2008). Markedly different approaches to void iden-
tification have also been proposed. For instance, Aragón-Calvo et al.
(2007) use computer vision techniques to classify void morphology,
applying scale-independent morphology filters to identify primary
cosmological structures such as walls, filaments, and voids.

Alternatively, a different family of techniques exploits notions
of data topology for void identification. Aragón-Calvo et al. (2010),
for example, apply topological segmentation, while Xu et al. (2019)
apply notions of topological data analysis to find dimensional holes
via persistent homology, in which zero, one, and two-dimensional
holes are identified as clusters, loops of filaments, and voids, re-
spectively. In the latter case, voids are considered statistically sig-
nificant if their structure persists as long as data neighbourhoods
increase in size. Classifications yielded by these techniques exhibit
differences that impact the science case for which each method was
developed (Libeskind et al. 2018).

Despite the difficulties posed by the automation of void detec-
tion, the rich variety of current methods and techniques have lead
to important advances in cosmology. As an example, the accurate
location and modelling of voids can be exploited to derive cluster-
ing and abundance statistics such as void mass, and to constrain
dark energy (Pisani et al. 2015). The dynamics of matter flowing
away from the centre of a void are instrumental to gain more insight
on cosmological parameters, as described by (Dekel & Rees 1994),
while other applications include probing alternative dark matter
models and tests of general relativity (Yang et al. 2015; Barreira
et al. 2015).

Another difficulty inherent to void detection is the need for
accurate redshift measurements. While this calls for larger, and
ideally complete, galaxy spectroscopic surveys, these tend to cover
only small areas of the sky. Photometric galaxy surveys, such as the
Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid Response System (Pan-
STARRS; Chambers et al. 2016), the Dark Energy Survey (DES;
Flaugher et al. 2015), and the upcoming Vera C. Rubin Observatory
Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST; Ivezic et al. 2008), on
the other hand, can provide observations covering larger areas.

Beyond these studies of cosmic voids, or the common study
of the galaxy clusters that occupy the nodes of the cosmic web, the
characterisation of the filaments that connect them can also be of
great interest. The filament between clusters Abell 0399 and 0401,
for example, has been shown to host quiescent galaxies and hot
gas, and to emit in radio (Bonjean et al. 2018; Govoni et al. 2019).
Automated detection of filaments in a large volumehas recently been
carried out byMalavasi et al. (2020), using galaxy samples from the
SloanDigital SkySurvey (SDSS;York et al. 2000),whileGalárraga-
Espinosa et al. (2020) apply a similar approach to hydrodynamical
simulations to derive the expected statistical properties of filaments.

In these studies, the distributions of galaxies from spectro-
scopic surveys (or simulations thereof) are used to detect filaments.
Alternatively, weak gravitational lensing can be used as the ob-
servable to extract filaments from (Mead et al. 2010; Maturi &
Merten 2013). While a few individual detections have been re-
ported between specific clusters, as described by Dietrich et al.
(2012) and Jauzac et al. (2012), the very low signal-to-noise ratio of
the filament signal typically requires the stacking of large numbers
of pairs of clusters to make detection from weak lensing possi-
ble (see, for example, Xia et al. 2020, and references therein). The
very low amplitude of the lensing signal of filaments is enough to
make detection, from wide photometric surveys and using lensing
observables, a very hard problem. Even if this was not the case, any
such attempt to characterise many filaments over a large 3D volume

would suffer from the same dependency on redshift accuracy as that
discussed in the case of studies focussed on voids.

A way to avoid relying on accurate redshift measurements,
while still readily taking advantage of photometric surveys, is to
consider the 2D-projected counterparts to the elements that make
up large-scale structure instead (though see also Sánchez et al. 2017,
for a void finder built to work on photometric surveys, using redshift
slices instead of a full 2D projection). In the case of voids, these are
known as troughs, which represent the most underdense regions on
the sky. Since troughs comprise regions of lower density across the
line of sight in the projected space only, it is sufficient to use photo-
metric measurements, obviating spectroscopic redshifts (Clampitt
et al. 2013; Gruen et al. 2016).

In this work, we propose an algorithm to detect 2D density
ridges as a way to denoise cosmic structure in mass density maps.
For this purpose, we extend the subspace-constrained mean shift
(SCMS) algorithm introduced by Ozertem & Erdogmus (2011) to
fit our application case, and apply our method to the DES Y1 data
release (Flaugher et al. 2015). The general methodology works by
defining a denoised and sparse representation of the filamentary
structure, and as a consequence, the locations of regions of empti-
ness emerge naturally. Considering the aforementioned limitations
of spectroscopic surveys, trough finders can be applied as an al-
ternative to void finders to recover and study underdense regions
fromweak lensing studies, giving particular relevance to the present
application to DES Y1.

While previous work demonstrates how to identify filaments as
density ridges using the SCMS algorithm (see Chen et al. 2015a,b,
2016, further discussed in Section 2), our method extends past
implementations in several ways. We incorporate the haversine dis-
tance, a more suitable approach for spherical surfaces, and also cus-
tomise the mesh size for ridge estimation and optimisation of the
bandwidth. Another important difference is that these studies apply
the algorithm to galaxy data, either from simulations or SDSS, or
directly to dark matter particles from N-body simulations. In this
work, we apply the approach to 2D weak lensing mass maps in-
stead; the ridges we recover are thus extracted from the projected
matter distribution and not directly comparable to the filaments of
the cosmic web. Finally, we compare our ridges to a search based on
curvelets, an extension of the wavelet transform more suitable for
the study of curvy and filamentary structures (Candès et al. 2006).

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 explains the
SCMSalgorithmand implemented extensions; it includes our kernel
density estimation technique, experimental data, and simulations.
Section 3 describes our experimental results and compares them to
a curvelet-based denoising technique. Section 4 comments on our
approach and future directions, with an emphasis on the advantages
and drawbacks of the proposed methodology. Finally, Section 5
provides a summary and conclusions.

2 METHODOLOGY AND DATA

This section provides background information on the SCMS algo-
rithm in Section 2.1, and describes past applications, as well as
extensions from both this and prior work, in Section 2.2. Lastly, we
introduce the Dark Energy Survey and its mass maps, together with
our approach to sample generation and the creation of noisy and
noiseless simulations for verification purposes in Section 2.3.
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2.1 Subspace-constrained mean shift

Introduced by Ozertem & Erdogmus (2011), the SCMS algorithm
is a recent addition to statistical methods dealing with the estima-
tion of density ridges. Starting with a mesh of points placed in
equidistant steps across the parameter space, the algorithm seeks
to establish local principal curves in iterative steps. This can be
visualised as a cloud of points shifting closer towards the nearest
underlying structure at each iteration, akin to the process in which
mass in our universe converges toward better-defined cosmic fila-
ments over time. The latter can be observed in N-body simulations
such as the Millennium Simulation by Springel et al. (2005) and its
Millennium-II successor by Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2009), as well as
the Bolshoi simulation by Klypin et al. (2011) and the MultiDark
simulation (Riebe et al. 2013).

In more formal terms, such a ridge is the maximisation of
the local density in the normal direction as given by the Hessian
matrix. Let ∇p(x) be the gradient of a probability density function
p on a space of dimension d, and H(x) its Hessian matrix of second
derivatives. We diagonalize H:

H(x) = U(x)λ(x)U(x)>. (1)

with the RHS terms in descending order of λ. We then take the d−1
eigenvectors (columns ofU) which correspond to the d−1 smallest
eigevalues λ, i.e. omitting the column for the largest eigenvalue,
since this is the direction parallel to the ridge.

Taking these eigenvectors vi and their linear projection opera-
tor:

L(x) ∝ L(H(x)) = v′v′>, (2)

then we can project the gradient of the probability onto the eigen-
vectors as:

G(x) = L(x)∇p(x). (3)

A ridge R can then be expressed as (Genovese et al. 2014) the
locations x where G is zero everywhere and the the omitted largest
eigenvalue is positive1:

R = {x : | |G(x)| | = 0, λd+1(x) < 0}. (4)

Algorithm 1 shows pseudocode describing the SCMS algorithm as
it appears in Moews et al. (2019), including thresholding. Line 4
shows a kernel density estimation with a radial basis function (RBF)
kernel, K(x) = (1/

√
2π) exp(−0.5x2), meaning

KDERBF(x, β) =
1

|θ |(2πβ2)
d
2

|θ |∑
i=1

e

(
| |x−θi | |

2

2β2

)
. (5)

2.2 Extensions and previous applications

Since its inception a few years ago, the SCMS algorithm was found
to be a valuable tool in a variety of fields. This includes the analysis
of 3D neuron structures in tissue images byBas&Erdogmus (2011),
as well as the identification of road networks in satellite images
by combining the SCMS algorithm with the geodesic method and
tensor voting (Miao et al. 2014).

1 without this second condition we also locate valleys

Algorithm 1 SCMS with thresholding as in (Moews et al. 2019)
1: Input: Coordinates θ, bandwidth β, threshold τ, iterations N
2: Output: Density ridge point coordinates ψ
3: procedure SCMS(θ, β, τ, N)
4: κ(x) ←− KDERBF(θ, β), using Eqn. 5
5: ξ1 ←− (min(θ∗,1),max(θ∗,1))
6: ξ2 ←− (min(θ∗,2),max(θ∗,2))
7: ψ ←− ψ ∼ U(ξ1, ξ2) |θ |
8: ψ ←− ∀y ∈ ψ : κ(y) < τ

9: for n←− 1, 2, . . . , N do
10: for i ←− 1, 2, . . . , |ψ | do
11: for j ←− 1, 2, . . . , |θ | do
12: µj =

ψi−θ j
β2

13: σj = KRBF
(
ψi−θ j
β

)
14: end for
15: H(x) = 1

|θ |

∑ |θ |
j=1 σj

(
µj µ
>
j −

1
β2 I

)
16: v, λ←− v, λ from eigendecomp. eig(H(x))
17: v′ ←− entries in v corresp. to sortasc(λ)1,2,...,d−1

18: ψi ←− v′v′>
∑|ψ |

j=1 σj θ j∑|ψ |
j=1 σj

19: end for
20: end for
21: return ψ
22: end procedure

2.2.1 Applications to astronomy and thresholding

The first application of the SCMS algorithm in astronomy is also
the one that is most closely related to our work. For the purpose
of investigating galaxy evolution, Chen et al. (2015a) employ the
algorithm to constrain matter distributions at different redshifts,
introducing the concept of thresholding. This refers to the ‘cutting’
of the initial grid of unconverged ridge points according to a kernel
density estimate of the data, effectively deleting coordinates falling
within low-density areas to avoid the identification of filaments
in these areas. More formally, the threshold τ is determined by
computing the root mean square of the differences between the
average density estimate and the grid points’ density estimates,

τ =

√∑
(φ − φ̄)2

G
, (6)

for an element-wise subtraction of an array of grid point density
estimates φ and their average φ̄, as well as the number of grid points
G. In a related paper, they also explore the algorithm’s suitability
to show that dark matter is traced by baryonic matter across large-
scale structure (Chen et al. 2015b). Additionally, Chen et al. (2016)
provide a filament catalogue for SDSS, and show the influence of
nearest-filament distances on galaxy properties like size, colour, and
stellar mass.

Another example, this time in cosmology, is the application
of the SCMS algorithm by He et al. (2017); they investigate non-
Gaussianities of the matter density field to provide lensing effects
based on filaments. Hendel et al. (2018) use the algorithm to identify
morphological substructures in stellar debris, trying to classify the
latter to gain a better understanding of galactic mergers through
left-over collision disruptions.

The most recent use of the algorithm pertains to the field
of quantitative criminology, where multiple extensions are intro-
duced (Moews et al. 2019). The study investigates the optimisation
of police patrols via density ridges, using publicly available data
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from the City of Chicago over multiple years to assess the valid-
ity and stability of predictive ridges. Apart from thresholding as
described above, the study makes use of the haversine formula as
described by Inman (1835), which calculates the great-circle (or
orthodromic) distance as a way to prevent distorted measures that
would result from, for example, using the Euclidean distance. As a
more specialised case of the law of haversines, it computes the dis-
tance between two points along the surface of a sphere. The formula
makes use of the haversine function for a given angle α,

hav(α) =
1 − cos(α)

2
= sin2

(α
2

)
, (7)

and can be used to calculate the relative haversine distance between
two such points, θ1 and θ2, as

δhav(θ1, θ2) = hav(θ2,1 − θ1,1

+ cos θ1,1 cos θ2,1hav(θ2,2 − θ1,2)).
(8)

The resulting ridge estimation tool by Moews et al. (2019) is pub-
licly available as a python package called DREDGE2, with a cor-
responding open-source repository3. In this paper, we adapt and
extend DREDGE in order to apply it to DES Year 1 mass density
maps. In addition to the existing thresholding and integrated use
of the haversine formula, we parallelise time-consuming parts of
the code, enable the manual setting of the mesh size for the ridge
estimation, and implement a mathematically grounded optimisa-
tion of the required bandwidth. The latter is due to Moews et al.
(2019) using a simple automatic bandwidth calculation that was
previously proposed for, and is specific to, the field of criminology.
Some of the features in the original implementation of DREDGE
are redundant for this paper as well, most notably the ability to set
a top-percentage threshold to extract only ridges falling within the
highest-density areas, as researchers and practitioners in criminal
justice are often interested in focussing on ‘hot spots’ (Braga 2005).

For the purpose of parallelising DREDGE, we make use of the
embarrassing parallelism inherent in the updating function of the
ridge points at each iteration. As this update is not reliant on other
ridge points during the respective iteration, multiprocessing offers
an easily accessible option to speed up the algorithm’s runtime.

2.2.2 Kernel density estimation

Kernel density estimation is a well-developed non-parametric data
smoothing technique that has seen wide use in cosmological re-
search applications. Park et al. (2007), for example, use an adaptive
smoothing bandwidth with a spline kernel, and Mateus et al. (2007)
apply a k-nearest neighbours density estimator to estimate the local
number density of galaxies in an SDSS sample.

Similar methods have been employed in other surveys, for ex-
ample by Scoville et al. (2007b), who identify large-scale structure
and estimate dimensions, number of galaxies, and mass using an
adaptive smoothing technique over a sample in the Cosmic Evo-
lution Survey (COSMOS; Scoville et al. 2007a). Similarly, Jang
(2006) uses a multivariate kernel density estimator with a cross-
validated smoothing parameter to estimate galaxy cluster density
over a sample of the Edinburgh-DurhamCluster Catalogue (EDCC).

The SCMS algorithm’s bandwidth β, plays a crucial role in
determining the bias-variance relationship of the resulting distri-
bution. A larger bandwidth results in a smoother distribution with

2 https://pypi.org/project/dredge
3 https://github.com/moews/dredge

less variance and more bias, whereas a smaller bandwidth results in
a less smooth distribution with more variance and less bias. Find-
ing an optimal bandwidth for the kernel estimator in the context of
DES mass maps is crucial to ensure that dense regions will not be
oversmoothed, and higher-density areas of the projected large-scale
structure will not be blurred into troughs. Conversely, optimising
the bandwidth allows us to properly preserve the properties of low-
density and extended structures.

In this application, we use a likelihood cross-validation ap-
proach to find the optimal bandwidth parameter. This method pro-
vides a density estimate that is close to the actual density in terms of
the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD; Kullback & Leibler 1951,
a measure of relative entropy). Cross-validation is performed us-
ing a maximum likelihood estimation of the leave-one-out kernel
estimator of f−i , which is given by

f−i(Xi) =
1

(n − 1)h

∑
j=1, j,i

Kh(Xi, Xj ), (9)

where h is the bandwidth parameter and Kh represents the gener-
alised product kernel estimator.

We use the generalised product kernel estimator on the latitude
and longitude coordinates of the DES Y1 data as described by Li &
Racine (2006), as

Kh(Xi, Xj ) =

q∏
s=1

h−1
s k

(
Xis − Xjs

hs

)
, (10)

where q is the dimension of Xi , Xis is the sth component of Xi

(s = 1, . . . , q), hs is the smoothing parameter for the given compo-
nent of Xi , and k(·) is a univariate kernel function. We select this
nonparametric kernel estimator as it doesn’t assume any functional
form of the data, only that it satisfies regularity conditions such as
smoothness and differentiability. In our case, the β value we use in
SCMS is the best h value obtained by cross-validation, while the
variables Xi, Xj correspond to the sky positions θ.

2.3 Data and simulations

2.3.1 DES mass maps

The Dark Energy Survey (DES) is a six-year photometric survey
project to image 5000 square degrees of the sky in grizY filters
using the DECam camera on the Blanco telescope, Cerro Tololo,
Chile (Flaugher et al. 2015). The primary purpose of the survey is
to generate a dataset for cosmology, and in particular one suitable
for weak gravitational lensing measurements. DES observations
completed in January 2019, and data analysis for the project is
ongoing.

Weak lensing measurements use galaxies as a backlight to de-
termine the projected gravitational fields along the paths of their
light rays. Gravity bends the light paths, resulting in a shearing of
galaxy images that can be measured from the mean ellipticity of a
large-enough sample of objects. One application of weak lensing is
to generate mass maps. Assuming the general relativity relationship
between gravitational convergence κ and mass, we can use elliptic-
ity catalogues to map the projected, weighted overdensity in a given
pixel of the survey. The weighting depends on the redshift distribu-
tion of the observed galaxies and the redshift-distance relationship
which, in turn, depends on the underlying cosmology.

The DES Year 1 (Y1) data release4, as described by Drlica-

4 https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/y1a1
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Wagner et al. (2018), includes 2D-projected mass maps (see Chang
et al. 2018) estimated from cosmic shear measurements from the
survey’s first year (Zuntz et al. 2018). The creation of these maps is
based on catalogues made using theMetacalibrationmethod (see
Huff &Mandelbaum 2017; Sheldon & Huff 2017) and the redshifts
estimated in Hoyle et al. (2018). They were generated using the
spherical Kaiser-Squires method on the galaxy shear catalogues to
invert shears to convergences (Kaiser & Squires 1993; Schneider
1996).

Various mass maps were made using different selections of
source galaxies, thus having different redshift weight functions. For
this initial project, we use only the maps made with the widest range
of galaxies, from z = 0.2 to z = 1.3. Here, we use the E-mode maps
and their corresponding masks5.

2.3.2 Sample generation from DES maps

Although the mass maps are already in the form of a field on which
Hessians and gradients could be calculated, in practice, the DES
Y1 mask, which has a large number of small excised regions at the
locations of bright stars, makes calculating derivatives a very noisy
process, even with aggressive masks. It is considerably simpler
to instead generate samples from the map and apply the SCMS
algorithm described above. In order to generate these samples, we
compute a mean value µi per pixel,

µi = max(1 + ωκi, 0), (11)

where κi is the projected overdensity in pixel i, andω is a parameter
that we can tune as desired. If ω is too low, the ridges will not be
detectable in the map, and if it is too high, the lower ridges will
disappear because the highest density peaks dominate. We find that
a value of ω = 50 works well for DES data to convert the ∼ 2%
map fluctuations to o(1) point density variation. We then generate
a number ni of samples per pixel, using a Poisson distribution
ni ∼ Poi(µi), and place these samples uniformly within the pixel.

Note that no interpolation or reconstruction is done in masked
regions; we simply omit masked pixels and do not generate samples
inside them. This method is simple to apply and causes no numeri-
cal difficulties, but it does mean that ridges at the edge of the mask
regions may not be detected. This occurs in regions where interpo-
lation would also fail. Methods using these ridge catalogs should
account for this, for example in simulations.

2.3.3 Flask simulations

To provide a testbed for our method before employing real data, we
also build a suite of simulated maps using the Flask6 software (see
Xavier et al. 2016a,b), which generates tomographic log-normal
random fields that approximate large-scale structure distributions.
We use the Planck best-fit ΛCDM cosmological parameters in the
code, σe = 0.25, and the same redshift distribution as estimated for
the DES source galaxies (see Hoyle et al. 2018), normalised to the
correct overall density.We then generate true κmaps, whichwe treat
as idealised noiseless simulations, and galaxy ellipticity catalogues,
which we use with a spherical Kaiser-Squires map-making method

5 http://desdr-server.ncsa.illinois.edu/despublic/y1a1_

files/mass_maps, files y1a1_spt_mcal_0.2_1.3_kE.fits and
y1a1_spt_mcal_0.2_1.3_mask.fits
6 https://github.com/hsxavier/flask

to generate a noisy κ map. Lastly, we apply the DES masks to both
noisy and noiseless simulated maps.

While this approach works well for the experiments performed
in this work, it is insufficient for pseudo-3D extensions of our
method discussed in Section 4. This is due to flask not generat-
ing features like clusters and filaments.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we discuss and implement a distance-based statistical
test to verify our results and test the degree of robustness to noise
through noisy and noiseless simulated dark matter density maps
in Section 3.1. We explore the properties and specificities of our
method’s tracing of the large-scale structure through a quantifiable
comparison to the curvelet transforms in Section 3.2. Lastly, we
present the extracted ridges, together with a comparison to previous
research on trough identification from DES Y1 data, in Section 3.3.

3.1 Statistical functionality verification

As is common with studies dealing with cosmic voids, validating
our approach is not an easy task, even when we can apply it to
simulations. Indeed, while simulations allow us to apply our method
to noiseless data, they do not provide us with ‘ground-truth’ ridges
or troughs, since these need to be estimated and defined, even in
the absence of noise. A viable analysis is the comparison of ridges
and troughs recovered when running the proposed approach in two
different settings, applying it to both a noiseless simulation and one
that contains realistic levels of noise, as described in Section 2.3.3.
In other words, we can test for robustness to observational noise.
This test, however, requires the choice of a similarity criterion, or
distance metric, between sets of ridges.

Optimal transport theory (see Villani 2008), and specifically
the Wasserstein distance, provides us with a natural, principled
means of computing such distances. Per the Monge-Kantorovich
interpretation of optimal transport, the Wasserstein distance can be
understood as the minimal possible cost incurred to move a certain
amount of mass from one distribution to another. This is precisely
what a set of ridges and troughs represent; a certain distribution of
mass, projected in two dimensions across (a part of) the sky.

Consider two distributions of mass, p1, p2 ∈ R
N , sampled on

some discrete space of dimension N . Let C ∈ RN×N be the cost
matrix for which each entry Ci j contains the cost of moving mass
from position i to position j. We define the Wasserstein distance as

W(p1, p2) = argminT ∈Π(p1,p2) < T,C > . (12)

Here, Π(p1, p2) is the set of transport plans between p1 and p2. For
any such matrix T , each of its entries Ti j contains the amount of
mass of p1 that is transported from position i within p1 (denoted
p1,i) to position j within p2. By construction, for any row i, we then
have ∑

j

Ti j = p1,i . (13)

Similarly, summing over the columns of T yields the entries of p2.
We can then simply express the set of acceptable transport plans as

Π(p1, p2) =

T ∈ RN×N , ∀i, j,
∑
j

Ti j = p1,i,
∑
i

Ti j = p2, j

 . (14)

In order to solve Eqn. (12), meaning to find the optimalT , we use the
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Figure 1. Wasserstein distance between the ridges obtained on the noisy
simulation and either its noiseless counterpart, as a vertical dashed line in
purple, or a set of 101 random distributions of mass in red.

entropic regularisation scheme proposed by Cuturi (2013), which
allows for the Wasserstein distance between discrete measures to be
computed by using an iterative scheme (see the textbook by Peyré
& Cuturi 2019, for a recent overview of computational schemes for
the practical computation of optimal transport quantities).

The raw output of SCMS is a set of shifted ‘mesh points’,
each with a 2D position vector, that make up the ridges. While we
could compute the Wasserstein distance directly between two sets
of mesh points, the objects of interest in our case are the ridges they
comprise, and the troughs thus delimited, rather than the points
themselves. For this reason, we convert each set of ridges into a
binary 2D image with each pixel’s value set to zero if no meshpoint
fell within it, and one otherwise. We then compute the Wasserstein
distance between the two resulting images. Here, N is equal to the
total number of pixels, in our case 10952, and the cost matrix C is
the Euclidean distance between each pair of pixel positions.

In order to provide a basis for comparison, we generate ran-
dom maps by projecting the DES mask onto the image plane and
uniformly sampling the same number of non-zero pixels as those
present in the images that contain our ridges. We then compute the
Wasserstein distance between those ridges and the ones obtained
from the noisy simulation. The distribution of these distances are
represented in Figure 1, along with the distance computed between
the two sets of ridges. As can be seen, our ridge-finding method
shows robustness to realistic amounts of noise. This test allows for
a general confirmation that the ridges we obtain contain physical
information about the distribution of matter, obviating any speci-
fication of the problem under study, that is, a precise definition of
troughs or voids. Further testing tailored to the application of in-
terest, however, is recommended. These tests could likely use the
same settings and simulations, where we compare the output in both
noiseless and noisy cases, for example the cosmological constraints
derived from the troughs delimited by those two sets of ridges).

3.2 DES ridges and curvelet comparison

Sparse signal processing (see Starck et al. 2015) provides solutions
to many signal retrieval problems including, but not exclusive to,
image denoising. The approach relies on finding a representation
space in which the signal can be sparsely represented, a typical
example being a sinusoidal signal, which can be fully expressed
with very few non-zero coefficients in Fourier space. While natu-
ral signals are rarely sinusoidal, wavelets are commonly used as a
sparse basis of representation (Mallat 1999). They can, however,
perform poorly when the features to be recovered are rectilinear
or elongated, as is the case for estimating ridges. Because of this

shortcoming, analogous transforms have been designed specifically
for these cases, namely ridgelets and curvelets (Candès & Donoho
1999; Candès et al. 2006).

These transforms have led to several applications in astro-
physics and cosmology; a wide range of examples are shown
by Starck et al. (2003). Starck et al. (2004) use wavelets, ridgelets
and curvelets to detect and characterise, on simulations, various
sources of CMB anisotropies, which include imprints of inflation,
the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect, and cosmic strings. The latter have
also been studied in a CMB framework by Vafaei Sadr et al. (2017)
andHergt et al. (2017), using the curvelet transform, while Laliberte
et al. (2018) use ridgelets to that end within N-body simulations.
Gallagher et al. (2011) apply both to solar astrophysics, and Jiang
et al. (2019) use curvelets for radio transient detection.

In our case, the application of curvelets allows for a straight-
forward and entirely independent means of recovering the ridges.
We perform a simple denoising, that is, a thresholding of the input
mass in curvelet space. Our SCMS-recovered ridges are obtained
from the samples described in Section 2.3.2, which themselves rely
on the choice of the ω parameter. We use these samples to gener-
ate a two-dimensional, discrete image by counting their number in
each pixel bin. We then apply curvelet denoising to the resulting
image, using the freely available Sparse2D package7. The thresh-
olds are selected using the False Discovery Rate approach described
by Benjamini & Hochberg (1995), and the coarse scale is discarded.

The resulting denoisedmap, converted back to sky coordinates,
is shown in Figure 2. Upon visual inspection, we find an overall good
agreement between the uncovered structured overdensities and the
ridges obtained by SCMS, overplotted in purple. To get a more
quantitative view of the differences in the structures recovered by
both approaches, we project the ridges yielded by the SCMS algo-
rithm into the same pixel grid as that used by the curvelet denoising
step. For every pixel that then contains part of one of the ridges, we
check the corresponding value in the curvelet reconstruction. We
consider all pixels where that value is 0 to be a mismatch. Figure 3
shows all such mismatches in orange, while parts of the ridges that
match with the curvelet reconstruction are shown in purple.

About 31% of the SCMS-derived ridges mismatch the curvelet
reconstruction. As can be seen from Figure 3, these mostly corre-
spond to areas where structure is present in two nearby areas of the
sky, and where the curvelet reconstruction keeps those two areas
disjoint, while SCMS-derived ridges link them together. Although
very different in their heuristics, ultimately, both approaches per-
form some form of denoising of the input mass maps. Those differ-
ences between the two denoising approaches could indicate that one
of the two fails at properly separating noise from signal. The areas of
disagreement could either be due to the curvelets considering signal
to be noise, or to SCMS algorithm turning noise into ridges. In order
to clarify this issue, we reprocess the DES data while tuning the pa-
rameters of eachmethod. In the case of SCMS,we impose a stronger
denoising by multiplying the bandwidth, β, obtained as described
in Section 2.2.2, by a factor ξ ∈ {1.25, 1.50, 2.00}, or considering
a higher threshold Υ > τ (see Section 2.2.1). The percentage of
mismatching ridges for both cases is shown in Figure 4.

Artificially increasing the strength of the denoising performed
by the SCMS algorithm does not lead to ridges that match the
curvelet reconstruction more closely. In fact, the percentage of mis-
match between the two approaches is not even monotonous in the
case of bandwidth changes. In all cases, we still observe ridges

7 https://github.com/CosmoStat/Sparse2D
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Figure 2. Comparison of density ridges and a curvelet reconstruction. Ridges in purple are superimposed on structural constraints obtained via curvelet
denoising in shades of orange, with higher densities shifting from lighter to darker. Both results are based on DES Y1 weak lensing mass density maps.

Figure 3. Similar to Figure 2, but with ridges shown in purple where they match the curvelet reconstruction, and orange otherwise.

that tend to be more connected in the SCMS case. Similarly, we
try imposing weaker denoising in the curvelet approach, by using
increasingly lower values of k in kσ̂ thresholds instead of the False
Detection Rate approach, where σ̂ is estimated from the data using
the Median Absolute Deviation estimator. Once again, this yields
no clear increase in the match between the two outputs.

This shows that the support of each method, in their respective
(hyper)parameter spaces, are disjoint. In otherwords, the differences
between curvelet reconstruction and SCMS-derived ridges seen in
Figure 3 are due to intrinsic differences between the approaches, as
opposed to a failure of either at the denoising task. Implications of
those differences for potential applications will be further discussed
in Section 4.

3.3 Ridges in the Dark Energy Survey

After the above comparison with curvelet transforms, we perform a
second comparison of our results with independent methodology, as

void and trough detection remain a current focus of interest within
the cosmology community, as described in Section 1. Specifically,
Gruen et al. (2018) derive cosmological constraints via density split
statistics, counting tracer cells to split lines of sight and measuring
counts-in-cells and gravitational shear in regions of varying density.
Using luminous red galaxies (redMaGiC galaxies at 0.2 < z <

0.45) to trace the foreground matter density field, they count the
number of galaxies that fall within circular top-hat apertures within
radii θT = [10′, 20′, 30′, 60′].

Each line of sight is then assigned to a density quintile based
on those counts, the data for which is publicly available8, with the
highest quintile being of interest to us in terms of high-density
ridge analogues. Due to the DES Y1 data being more inhomoge-
neous in depth than the SDSS DR8 data used for the redMaGiC

8 https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/y1a1/density, file
trough_maps.tar.gz
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Figure 4. Fraction of ‘mismatch’ between SCMS-derived ridges and the
curvelet reconstruction, when varying the τ and β hyperparameters of the
SCMS algorithm. The bottom axis shows the threshold on the ridges (Υ)
in units of meshpoints (ι) per square degree (deg2). The top axis shows
the multiplication factor (ζ ) of the bandwidth. The further to the right, the
stronger the implicit denoising performed by the algorithm. The absence of
a clear decreasing trend shows that the differences between both methods,
as illustrated by Figure 3, are not due to hyperparameter choices.

catalogue (see Aihara et al. 2011), tracer galaxies are removed and
the area is defined as fully masked if the sample from the catalogue
is not complete to z = 0.45.

Given that Gruen et al. (2018) use the same DES Y1 data we
make use of in this work, in combination with SDSS DR8 data,
this enables us to compare our findings against results from the
DES collaboration without being based on the same underlying
mass density map as the curvelet comparison. Section 3.3 shows
the same DES Y1-extracted ridges as in Figure 2, underlaid with
the highest-quintile density measurements fromGruen et al. (2018).

While these quintile-based comparisons are more ‘spotty’ due
to the masking based on depth completeness described above, and
qualitatively different when compared to curvilinear structures ex-
tracted by the SCMS algorithm, the lines generally trace the same
high-density regions shown in the figure. The shown percentiles
also use foreground galaxies as tracers of the matter field, as op-
posed to the mass density maps based on weak lensing that are
used as the input for our modified version of DREDGE. In contrast to
the previous comparison with curvelets as an alternative method in
Section 3.2, the goal of this experiment is to perform a comparison
across both methods and underlying data to reach a consensus in
terms of high-density regions on the sky.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Overview

Ridges derived from our methodology have several properties that
make them interesting for lensing trough studies, compared to sim-
ply using local minima. First, since the method generates a point
cloud as a starting point, rather than working with the map directly,
it does not require that we smooth the convergence map to use it.
This means that smaller-scale troughs can potentially be probed.
Secondly, since the trough points maximise the distance from local
ridge structures, they probe inter-cluster and inter-filament regions
directly, rather than by proxy. Finally, masks from bright stars on

small scales (below the typical ridge segment length) do not signif-
icantly affect the operation of the algorithm.

We incorporate several extensions from previous research into
our implementation of the SCMS algorithm, both for accuracy and
performance reasons, and describe these in Section 2.2. Threshold-
ing the initial mesh of points based on density estimates, as intro-
duced by Chen et al. (2015a), ensures that the curvilinear structure
is constrained to higher-density areas, which solves potential issues
associated with identifying ridges based on sparsely populated re-
gions in the data. In addition, we make use of the haversine formula,
as implemented by Moews et al. (2019) for geospatial analysis, to
prevent distorted measures on the curved sky.

We further extend the algorithm by exploiting the potential for
embarrassing parallelism inherent in the updating function of ridge
points at each iteration. This allows users to reduce the runtime
significantly by using a multiprocessing setup, thus removing a ma-
jor obstacle when applying the SCMS algorithm to large datasets.
The algorithm itself is reliant on the choice of a bandwidth, which
plays a crucial role in determining the bias-variance relationship
of the distribution, with larger bandwidths resulting in smoother
distributions with less variance and more bias, and with smaller
bandwidths resulting in a less-smooth distribution with more vari-
ance and less bias. For our current application, this means that
large-scale structure in dark matter density maps could be blurred
into cosmic troughs through bandwidths that are too large, while re-
covered ridges could show spurious fine-grained structure through
bandwidths that are too small. We solve this by introducing a likeli-
hood cross-validation to the SCMS algorithm to automatically find
the optimal bandwidth in a data-driven way, providing a density
estimate close to the actual density in terms of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence.

The experiments performed in the course of this work are
designed to test for both noise robustness and the correct tracing
of high-density regions. In terms of noise, we generate noisy and
noiseless simulations that correspond to the DES Y1 mass density
maps in Section 3.1, and calculate theWasserstein distance between
binarised maps of the resulting curvilinear structures. In addition,
we calculate the samemetric for randomly generatedmaps with uni-
form sampling to place the results into context, showing robustness
to realistic levels of noise. While this test provides some measure of
the robustness of our method to the noise present in real data, as dis-
cussed at the end of Section 3.1, additional testing is recommended
to avoid introducing biases specific to any application. However, as
our goal is to propose a general approach to recover ridges, our tests
were chosen to be as general as possible.

The overall agreement we find between our ridges and the
structure recovered by curvelet denoising in Section 3.2, despite the
independence and vast difference between the two approaches, is
a good indication that our ridges successfully capture information
contained in the matter distribution. The differences between the
two methods lie mostly in the curvelet reconstruction leading to
more disconnected patches, while our ridges tend to connect these
areas. Our experiments show that this is the result of intrinsic dif-
ferences between both approaches, and not due to a poor choice
of hyperparameters. While clearly different, neither of the two re-
sulting estimates are ‘wrong’. This illustrates an important point:
For a given matter distribution, there is no such thing as a set of
true ridges. Choosing a proper definition of such ridges is a non-
trivial task in itself, which is precisely one of the motivations for
the present work.

In this paper, where we aim to present both methods in as gen-
eral a framework as possible, we will simply point out the difference

MNRAS 000, 1–11 (2020)
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Figure 5. Comparison of density ridges and previous results from Gruen et al. (2018). Ridges from this work are shown in purple, and are superimposed on
mass density probabilities that were obtained by measuring counts-in-cells along lines of sight of the foreground luminous red galaxies redMaGiC sample
derived by .

in the structure they reveal, highlighting once again that neither is
more correct than the other. This could change in the context of any
given application; tests tailored to a specific application could be
used to determine which of the two is more appropriate or useful in
that context. It should also be noted that a key difference between
the two approaches is that the SCMS algorithm does indeed pro-
duce ridges, that is, curvilinear structures. The output of the curvelet
denoising, on the other hand, is still a full two-dimensional map.
The curvelet reconstruction also still contains information about the
amplitude of the signal at each position, while our ridges are binary,
meaning that every position either contains a ridge or not. If such a
truly curvilinear format is required for a given application, and the
patchier nature of the curvelet-recovered ‘ridges’ is better suited for
the respective task at hand, it would be straightforward to combine
both approaches (see Figure 3).

To further our analysis, we compare ridges extracted fromDES
Y1 mass density maps, which are based on weak lensing, to trough
mass probabilities by Gruen et al. (2018) in Section 3.3, using the
highest quintile corresponding to large-scale structure. Since the
data is based not on weak lensing, but on luminous red galaxies
(redMaGiC galaxies at 0.2 < z < 0.45) to trace the foreground
matter density field, and is also limited due to combining DES
Y1 and SDSS DR8 data in terms of their depth coverage, this
serves as a comparison across both methods and sources. Given this
combination in Gruen et al. (2018), a stronger masking is present,
leading to a more ‘spotty’ nature of the visible structure when
compared to the curvelet representation in Section 3.2. Despite these
differences, we see both ridges and quintile probabilities falling
into the same areas, with DES Y1-extracted ridges tracing this
complementary dataset.

Our cross-validated bandwidth optimisation approach to ker-
nel density estimation provides a data-driven and, via the Kullback-
Leibler divergence, mathematically motivated way to perform ridge
estimation. As with any approach that is data-driven, sanity checks
should be performed to ensure physically plausible ridges. These
derived ridges are, therefore, quite dependent on both the data qual-
ity of the DES Y1 survey and the shape assumptions in the density
estimation, as well as on the distribution space being approximately

symmetric and unimodal. In our approach, care should be taken
when considering samples derived from heavy-tailed distributions,
as the bandwidth optimisation can be prone to overestimation (Sil-
verman 1986).

For an easier dissemination of our results, both for verification
and further analysis of this denoising approach to dark matter den-
sity maps, we also release a catalogue9 of the ridges extracted from
DES Y1 data.

4.2 Applications

- consistency with standard models of structure formation in a spe-
cific environment - why interesting - intermediate regime between
cluster and wide field lensing - less studied - screening mechanisms
- filaments a poorly understood - if we can understand how ridges
relate to filaments

- 3d void catalog - why interesting - why this ridge method is
useful to this - lensing along ridges - why interesting - why this ridge
method is useful to this - In terms of future directions and follow-
ups, we intend to extend our method to the three-dimensional case
to identify full voids instead of trough projections. One way to
reach this goal is to use tomographic 2D information, effectively
identifying voids within a layered pseudo-3D structure. This can be
performed using tomographic reconstruction techniques (see Her-
man 2009), which have been highly enhanced using deep neural
networks (Wang et al. 2018).

This planned future application would yield a three-
dimensional void catalogue, the statistical properties of which could
constitute powerful cosmological probes. To start, the higher-order
statistics of the spatial distribution of voids could be compared to
results from Hamaus et al. (2014) and Pycke & Russell (2016). Ad-
ditional insights could also be gained from the spatial correlation of
voids as a function of their sizes and shapes.

Another interesting avenue we plan to pursue is the inclusion
of lensing information along identified ridges to further bolster the

9 Link will be added here after acceptance
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viability of this approach, as well as the matching of a cosmic web
reconstructed from DES data to Planck LSS (Bouchet 2016).

Just as the statistical characterisation of the triaxiality of galaxy
clusters has proven fruitful for cosmological analysis (see Simet
et al. 2017; Melchior et al. 2017; Chiu et al. 2018), so too might
the triaxiality distribution of voids. One could further imagine a
hierarchical inference procedure that uses the void size and shape
distributions as a prior to iteratively update ambiguous photometric
redshift probability density functions, just as those same probability
density functions are used to hierarchically infer the void size and
shape distributions from the tomographic projections used to de-
rive the triaxial void catalogue. A supplemental application of these
distributions could serve as a validation test for the sophisticated
simulated catalogues being developed for future LSS surveys (Ko-
rytov et al. 2019).

In short, this method brings within reach a number of promis-
ing avenues for testing cosmological models, developing novel cos-
mological probes, and validating cosmological analysis pipelines.
In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of curvilinear structures
for the denoising of large-scale structure based on weak lensing,
extending the available methodology for this purpose. We plan to
explore these applications in future papers, but also welcome po-
tential users of the ridge catalogue to experiment with the dataset
we provide alongside the presented results.

5 CONCLUSION

This work presents a new ridge estimation approach based on an
extension of the subspace-constrained mean shift algorithm, a fila-
mentary search method, and releases the corresponding results as a
catalogue of curvilinear structure. As an application case of current
relevance, we apply the method to dark matter mass density maps
from theDESY1 data release to extract high-density ridges between
cosmic troughs. Our results demonstrate the viability of ridge esti-
mation as a precursory step for denoising cosmic filaments, leading
to a versatile and effective identification of cosmic troughs.

We extend the SCMS algorithm by including the haversine
distance, a customisation of the mesh size for ridge estimation,
automatic optimisation of the bandwidth used in the process, and
the parallelisation of the updating function for mesh points to scale
down the algorithm’s runtime. In addition, we also include the
thresholding extension of the SCMS algorithm from a previous
application to astronomical data.

In order to test the robustness of our method, we recover the
ridges from simulations under different noise levels, and use the
Wasserstein distance as a comparison metric. We further compare
our extracted ridges, which are based on DESY1weak lensing data,
with curvelet denoising of the same data, and with high-density
quintiles derived from both DES Y1 and SDSS DR8 foreground
galaxies limited by inhomogeneous depth coverage. This allows us
to compare results across both methods and data sources, leading
to highly reasonable agreement.
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